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« Building a European Data Economy » 

French Union of Electricity (UFE) 

 

With the public consultation “Building a European Data Economy”, the European Commission aims at 

debating on how existing barriers that are obstructing free movement of non-personal data could be 

removed. UFE welcomes such an initiative and is committed to providing inputs so as to make sure 

that further steps from the European Commission will take into account the challenges and 

opportunities in  the electricity system, as well as the relevant existing rules and legal framework. 

Data is becoming more and more essential for innovation, growth, jobs creation and for the 

competitiveness of the European energy industry as well. The development of decentralised energy 

technologies and digital innovation are shaping a new, customer centric and data driven energy 

paradigm. 

Current legal framework in the energy sector: 

At EU level, transparency regulation foresees the publication of data related to consumption at 

national level, generation, congestion and balancing.  

• Regulation 543/2013 on submission and publication of data in electricity markets lays down 

the minimum common set of data related to generation, transportation and consumption of 

electricity that must be available for market participants on a central publication platform.  

• Regulation 1227/2011 (REMIT, in particular its article 4) introduced the obligation to disclose 

inside information related to facilities of production, storage, consumption, transmission of 

electricity and natural gas, or related to the capacity and use of LNG facilities, including 

planned or unplanned unavailability of these facilities ('fundamental transparency 

information'). 

• At European level, network codes such as Capacity Allocation and Congestion Management 

(CACM) or Electricity Balancing Guidelines bind Transmission System Operators to make 

specific data related to transmission and balancing available to market participants. 

With this set of regulations, stakeholders from the energy sector have shared relevant information 

for years in order to enhance better decision-making, innovation and predictability for investors.  

 

However, innovation in the energy sector will not be limited to production, transmission and 

distribution, but will also materialize in new ways of consuming energy. Therefore, UFE underlines 

that transparency and data sharing requirements should also apply to key sectors in terms of 

energy demand, such as transport or building: it would help to foster innovation and the 

emergence of new services to consumers, while allowing to further optimize the dimensioning and 

operation of the electricity system. 

 

Localisation of data for storage and/or processing purposes 

 

In France, there are legislative requirements and administrative rules that require data to be stored 

and processed within the French territory so as to implement security measures to protect, restrict 

and control access to these data. These rules concern specific data which have a direct connection 
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with public security issues, and data defined as public archives under French law
1
. If in principle UFE 

shares the analysis of the Commission, and considers that in general restrictions to the localisation of 

non-personal data storage or processing (including cloud services) within the EU shall be removed by 

Member States, as long as public security is at stake, Member States should be able to take measures 

that might restrict data localisation, provided that they are transparent and proportionate.  

 

Access to and re-use of non-personal data 

 

 

The public consultation questions stakeholders on the definition of two specific types of data: 

- Confidential data: To mitigate the risk of disclosing confidential data to competitors while 

enhancing data trade, the European Commission must take into account the actual 

specificities of the energy market. For large consumers for instance, electricity consumption 

can represent a significant part of their cost structure: data related to their consumption is 

thus a sensitive business information and is therefore considered as confidential. 

- Data of general interest: If the electricity sector is firmly committed to providing European 

consumers with competitive services through innovation, the European Commission’s 

approach to grant free access of data of “general interest” for public authorities and research 

centers might be counter-productive. Indeed, protection of private digital investments such 

as processed data or even algorithms is key to lead the digitalisation of the energy sector. If 

such information was to be published, companies concerned could rather decrease their 

level of investment in digital innovation. Therefore, UFE believes the definition of data of 

“general interest” must be clarified, and specific conditions should be added so as to 

ensure the protection of confidential data, statistical secrecy
2
 and intellectual property. In 

order to foster innovation, we need both open data approaches and protection of 

intellectual property: a proper balance must therefore be found. 

 

 

Liability 

 

Data based products and services are already being developed, and any increase in complexity or 

uncertainty about the legal liability framework could hamper their development and upscaling. 

Therefore, UFE is rather in favor of keeping the current liability regime (contractual liability, extra-

contractual liability and product liability) during the early maturity phase of the emergence of data 

based products and services. 

As an example, in the electricity sector, the main supplier or the supplier of a packaged offer is 

probably in the front line to deal with user complaints but is not necessarily the one which should 

bear final liability. UFE believes that there is no single answer to tackle this issue, especially in a 

cross-sectorial approach. 

Portability, interoperability and standards 

 

In the electricity sector, portability of consumption data is already granted to customers by EU law
3
. 

This service is free for retail consumers and is provided by Distribution System Operators. Moreover, 

UFE fully supports the development of data interoperability tools so as to facilitate seamless 
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exchanges across data platforms. Standardization must be fostered only if there is a business case 

(CBA) to ensure cost-efficient investments. Otherwise, regulation should enable system operators to 

recover costs of standardization and harmonization. As things stand currently, UFE advocates to 

develop interoperability, to promote data access efficiently across the European Union. 

 

In conclusion, UFE fully supports the fact that the European Commission is investigating to further 

integrate the Digital Single Market. UFE notes that when pursuing a cross sectorial approach, the 

European Commission shall take into account the specificities of the energy system whose data is key 

to ensure security of supply across the European Union.  

 

 


